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How can you benefit from Chashma books?
Chashma Media offers a number of tools for Urdu
readers.
Evangelism
A number of simple booklets on basic Christian
truths. An example:
Merry Christmas
The meaning of Christmas.
The Trustworthiness of the Taurat and
Injeel
ManyMuslimshavebeenmisled to believe that the
Holy Scriptures have been corrupted. Two books
answer typical objections:
The Trustworthiness of the Taurat and Injeel
Misconceptions
Understanding the Taurat and Injeel
Readers studying the Holy Scriptures for the first
time often miss the common thread. As they have
no frame of reference, many give up after reading
a few pages.
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https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/christmas.html
https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/sihhat.html
https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/ghalatfahmiyan.html


Come, Let us Understand the Taurat and Injeel
25 central passages of the Taurat and Injeel that
help the reader to better understand the way of
salvation. Only the text of the Holy Scriptures is
included.
The Key to Faith. Understanding the Taurat and
Injeel
What is the basicmessage of the Taurat and Injeel?
The key to understanding them is found in four
truths about God and man.
True Stories of the Holy Scriptures
Retold biblical stories beginningwith creation and
ending with the advent of al‐Maseeh’s Jamaat (not
a direct translation of the Holy Scriptures!). (Can be
ordered fromGWCS in Delhi but not online due to copyright.)

Zinda Kalam Series
Key passages of the Holy Scriptures combined
with pictures and questions/answers. (Yet to be
completed.) An example:
Zinda Kalam 1: Creation
Storytelling
Many deep truths can be passed on through
stories.
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https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/tauretoinjeelsamjhen.html
https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/kunji.html
https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/kunji.html
https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/01takhliq.html


Every story includes the passage from the Holy
Scriptures at the end. Ideally you should tell the
story before giving it to the hearer to read. An
example:
The Good Shepherd
These booklets underscore truths that readers
may not have heard of—in this case the fact that
God is a Good Shepherd who cares for us.
Come, See for Yourself Series
These booklets are also meant for storying. Based
on the Gospel of John. (Yet to be completed.)
Every story includes the passage from the Holy

Scriptures at the end. Ideally you should tell the
story before giving it to the hearer to read. An
example:
Caught in the Act
The story of the adulterous woman (John 8).

Biographies
Books about characters known toMuslims such as
Hazrat Musa, Yousaf and Jesus written in the style
of a novel. An example:
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https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/acchacharwaha.html
https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/ao016pakaragaya.html


Hazrat Ibraheem
Songs
What Kind of King is This
Many Urdu speakers are very responsive to songs,
hence this collection. Each song also has a
YouTube link to help sing along.
How to Follow al‐Maseeh (Discipleship)
Pressing on: Living as a Disciple of al‐Maseeh
You have taken the first steps in becoming a
follower of Isa al‐Maseeh, and now it is time for
you to discover how you can live this new life.
The Way to Paradise and Salvation
The most important question every person has to
answer is this: where will I spend eternity after I
have left this earthly life? Beginning with creation
and endingwith Christ and the Church, the author
explains the plan of salvation in terms thatMuslim
friends can also understand. A strength of the
book are the practical answers given in the second
half of the book.
Pilgrim’s Progress
Life as a believer is a journey towards the heavenly
Jerusalem. Islam does not have a similar concept
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https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/ibraheem.html
https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/kaisabadshah.html
https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/jahd.html
https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/jannat.html
https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/pilgrim.html


of renewal and sanctification, so this book can be
very helpful.

The text has been simplified as much as
possible.
Little Pilgrim’s Progress
A simplified version of Pilgrim’s Progress for
young readers and readers who may find the
original difficult to follow.
Why Follow al‐Maseeh (Testimonies)
Reading or hearing the testimonies of others can
be a great help in understanding what it means to
be a follower of Christ. A number of testimonies
have been included. For example
From Karbala to Christ
Leadership
Good leadership is vital for a healthy jamaat.
Leading the Jamaat
A practical guide based on characters of the Holy
Scriptures.
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https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/littlepilgrim.html
https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/barkatullah.html
https://chashmamedia.org/en/books/rahnumai.html
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